I PROMISE:

**SET APART** the first moments of each day to spend time with God.

Improve **RELATIONSHIPS** through **LOVE, FORGIVENESS, and RECONCILIATION**.

**ESTABLISH** one new **HEALTHY HABIT** in order to hear God's voice more clearly.

Ask the **HOLY SPIRIT** to **GUIDE** you to those in your daily life who are opened to hearing what God has done for you, and God’s **GIFT of GRACE** for them.

**PREPARE** for and **ENJOY** the **SABBATH**.

Faithfully **RETURN** God’s **TITHE** which is 10% of whatever income He **FIRST** gives to you.

**PROMISE** a percentage ( ____ %) of your income as a regular offering.

WITH GOD’S HELP: ______________________________ DATE: ____________________

STEWARDSHIP MINISTRIES